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OVERVIEW

ThePitch.ca is envisioned as a fully-featured digital showcasing service that brings
performing artists and touring musicians together with arts presenters and concert
buyers 24/7/365. As a business-to-business application, The Pitch seeks to build a broad,
trusted community of touring artists, agencies, performance companies, presenting
networks, and presenters and venues seeking live or digital performances.
At its core, The Pitch seeks to offer high-quality video-based performance pitches in
customizable showcase rooms.

THE EDITORIAL GUIDE FOR PITCH VIDEOS
Welcome to our Editorial Guide where you’ll find recommendations for how to create impactful showcase
videos, ones with the editorial quality needed to ensure a consistent and high-quality experience for
buyers of performing arts shows on ThePitch.ca. Please refer to our Technical Requirements document
for video file format requirements, and our DIY Video Production Guide if you require a primer on the kind
of gear you need if you’re just starting out.
Whether you are an independent artist with a mobile phone or you are working with a crew using multiple
cameras and lights, this guide contains useful editorial guidelines for you to reference. We have also
included discipline-specific tips throughout (Music, Dance, Theatre, Circus Arts/Illusions,
Comedy/Spoken Word, Storytelling and Variety).

YOUR AUDIENCE: PRESENTERS
Your primary objective is to appeal to performing arts presenters and venues (in short buyers of live arts
or digital performances). That means you must showcase your live performance; music videos or video
productions that are not demonstrating the audience experience of your live performance are not
appropriate for this purpose.
Pro Tip: Always remember who your videos are intended for when making your recordings.
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FORMAT
Your showcase videos plus additional components, such as written texts, promotional photographs,
audio files, will make up your pitch. Each element aims to build familiarity with and clarity about your
touring shows. Your pitch will include the following video components:
•
•
•
•

Artist Introduction (1-2 mins approx.)
3 video clips from your performance (5 mins each approx.)
Includes a “Lead-in” accompanying each excerpt (30-60 secs)
Artist Closing + Q&A (5 mins)

Artist Intro
1-2 mins
Lead-in (1)
30-60 secs

Video clip (1)

Lead-in (2)
30-60 secs

Video clip (2)

Lead-in (3)

Video clip (3)

30-60 secs

5 mins

5 mins

5 mins

Artist Closing / Q&A
5 mins

Note: Pitches for Theatre, Dance and Circus performances will be able to swap out the 5-min video clips
with their full performance-length videos. We do recommend a short trailer featuring show highlights.
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ARTIST INTRO
This is an opportunity to connect with presenters. You will have up to 2 mins to introduce yourself and
your work. This element will play ahead of your performance video clips and may be customized for a
specific showcase or intended for general use in future Pitches. In other words, you may want to prepare
a few different versions of your introduction.

FRAMING (FOR ARTIST INTRO)
We recommend placing yourself in the
centre of the frame like Figure 1.1
•
•
•

Use Landscape or Wide mode on
your camera (16x9 aspect ratio)
Remember to leave enough “head
room”
Visually clean backgrounds usually
work best

Figure 1.1

HEAD ROOM

Photo by Christopher Campbell on Unsplash
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AUDIO (FOR ARTIST INTRO)
Bring your voice to the foreground by using either a lavalier mic clip-on on your shirt or lapel or a “shotgun
style” video microphone attached to your camera or phone. (Figure 1.1a)
•

•

If using lavalier microphones - monitor sound for abrasion noises against the fabric of your
clothes. Have a friend listen in during recording or do a test beforehand. Nothing is worse than
recording an amazing intro and finding out that it’s not usable because of unwanted noise or
sounds such as a hum or buzz (also known as audio artifacts).
Be hyper concerned about background noise. Pick quiet environments to record in. Always
conduct a test first. Use headphones to review & monitor.
Figure 1.1a

Lavalier Microphone

Video Microphone
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CLOSING AND Q&A
Use this video to summarize what you have shown and remind presenters - in short - why they should
book you. Specific showcases may have sample questions that they want you to respond to, in which
case you may create a customized video. Normally, you can use your written texts to address the specific
showcase audience.
Unless you are creating this Q & A video in response to a specific request, we recommend you focus on
these 5 questions:
1. Share a brief story from the road that exemplifies who you are as a musician / performer / artist /
company and your relationship with your audience?
2. Where did the inspiration come from for this show / concert / play / performance?
3. What can audiences expect when they see you in concert?
4. Do you have any additional offerings, aside from your live performance? (such as Master classes,
community workshops, Christmas shows, school shows, etc.)
5. Share a recent highlight from your career; nominations or awards; anything else you feel is
important to let buyers know.
Pro Tips:
• Be concise
• Remember to say your name and/or your group
• Acknowledge traditional territory, town or region you are from

LEAD-INS
Each video will be preceded by a “lead-in”. What is this exactly? If you have ever seen a film actor
promoting their newest movie on a talk show, they usually bring along a clip, which they set up with a
preamble to explain what you’re about to see. This is the idea of a “lead-in” for your video clips.
Record a 30-60 second lead-in for each of your excerpts, keeping the intended audience of presenters
and buyers in mind. Remember good framing practices when recording; refer to Figure 1.1
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VIDEO CLIPS
Our preferred clips are ones that you specifically create for ThePitch.ca following these editorial
guidelines, either from pre-existing footage (as long as they meet or exceed our standards) or created
from scratch specific for use on the platform.

GENERAL STYLE
Documentary-style is the preferred way of creating showcase videos for ThePitch.ca. Focus will be on
performance and how you come across as a performer. The goal is to provide as close to a “being there”
experience as possible for your audience (i.e. presenters and buyers). Essentially this means no music
videos or the like.

Clarity

Dynamism

Balancing these two concepts will help you produce impactful showcasing videos. Often video makers
will use fast paced or stylized editing to create dynamic videos. That is great for a sizzle reel or trailer
however not so much for showcasing. Clarity is much preferred. This means let your performance speak
instead of trying to "enhance" it with video post-production. Videos you submit should resemble clear
representations of your performance. Presenters should feel like they are in an audience seat watching a
sample of your show.

POINT-OF-VIEW
A good rule of thumb is to always capture camera angles from the audience point-of-view. Where the
cameras are placed will depend on the way you staged your show. To put it simply, place the camera in
the best “seats” in the house, and aim to represent your stage design as faithfully as possible. Let’s use
a traditional concert hall as an example to illustrate possible camera placements.
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Figure 1.2
Slightly
above stage
level for
main
camera

Boxes

Mezzanine / Balcony

Boxes

Orchestra

Cameras can be placed anywhere in the Orchestra, Mezzanine or Box seating. However, not all seats give
the best view, so choose the best seats to place your camera(s) - just like attending a live show.
Having access to multiple cameras can make your edited video certainly more interesting, but if you only
have one camera to work with, no problem. In this scenario, we recommend placing your camera where
the red dot is to maximize clarity.
Framing in this case will be symmetrical.
Pro Tips:
•
•
•

•

Suggested placement for your main camera position is where the red dot is to maximize
clarity. Also applies to single camera capture
Slightly above stage floor height alignment of your main camera will create most personal
connection to audience Figure 1.3
Leave enough space around performers in the frame. Avoid compositions that leave
performers partially outside of the frame. Especially with single-camera. *Medium Shots Figure 1.4 - are exceptions
Depending on the discipline, lavalier or on camera video microphones are recommended
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Figure 1.3
Be inclusive
in your
framing

Leave ample
space
around
subjects

Figure 1.4
Focal point are the
two in the
foreground:
Tighter framing is
appropriate.
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Figure 1.5 shows another type of space. The audience can view the “stage” from 360 degrees. This studio
is not so different from a club where a musician or comedian may perform. Some outdoor stages are also
similar. Immersive shows may be designed in a public space that resembles an all-around view, meaning
there is no “stage” in the traditional sense. In this case, camera placements can also follow our rule of
thumb, which is to capture the best experience from your audience’s perspective.
Figure 1.5

FRAMING
“Closed composition” is where the environment is controllable, like a stage. Meaning that you can
compose your frame inclusively of all performance on the stage without cutting or missing anyone. This
type of framing will be preferred for most of your showcasing videos. Figure 1.6 illustrates this type of
composition with multiple artists while Figure 1.7 demonstrates it with three performers. The same
principle applies to a single performer.
Pro Tips:
•
•
•
•

Use the Rule of Thirds to make your compositions more interesting
Leave enough “head room” above your subject
Adapt and adjust appropriately to your discipline
For categories like dance or theatre with lots of movement on stage allow room in the
frame for performers to move into.
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Figure 1.6

Figure 1.7

TYPES OF “SHOTS” OR FRAMING
There are many kinds of framing and compositions used in film/video, however, for our purposes, the
main ones will be Wide Shots (WS), Medium Shots (MS), Close-Ups (CU) and Spectator Shots. Wide and
medium shots will be the ones you will use most, punctuated with spectator shots, especially during live
audience banter. Refrain from using too many close-ups. Make use of a variety of shots in editing to
simulate a “being there” experience.
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WIDE SHOTS (WS)
These are compositions that are characterized as farther back, more encompassing, broader. This type
of framing will often be the first shot we see in many produced videos and programs. Think of watching
a classical music program, quite often the establishing shot or WS of the orchestra, like in Figure 1.8,
comes right after the titles. We see everything in this kind of framing.
Figure 1.9 can also be regarded as a wide shot where all subjects are contained in the frame. Live
audiences are given spatial information regarding the performer to the surrounding. Both of these below
are good examples.
Though not as exciting as other “tighter shots”, with these WS we achieve clarity for the audience. If you
have only one camera, then this should be your framing. In the case of a multi-camera shoot, your main
position or home should still include a composition like these ones.
Figure 1.8

Figure 1.9
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MEDIUM SHOTS (MS)
Closer than a wide shot, a medium framing is usually defined as one that captures the waist and above.
We will use the term “waist up” loosely. Figure 2.0 shows a traditional MS composition while Figure 2.1,
with its tighter framing can also be considered a MS under our definition.
Figure 2.0

Figure 2.1

Sticking to Wide Shots and Medium Shots as your main types will be most effective for digital showcasing
on ThePitch.ca. Close-Ups should be used sparingly. When should a Close-Up be used? When the CloseUp framing is consistent with the audience
perspective rule-of-thumb, for instance with
Illusionist’s sleight-of-hand tricks, they require
close-up shots to be properly viewed.
Pro Tip: Refrain completely from using Extreme
Close-Ups shown in Figure 2.2

Figure 2.2 (Extreme Close-Up)

X
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SPECTATOR SHOTS
Presenters and buyers want to know how audiences respond to you, so always include reaction shots of
your audience if you’re recording a live show. Dedicate a camera to capture these priceless moments.
The goal here is to convey the dynamics between performer and live audience, so make sure the shots
you pick effectively communicate this. If you want to highlight your spectator shots with some video
editing techniques, do so sparingly. Figure 2.2a and 2.2b illustrates some effective framing.
Pro Tip: audience members should explicitly agree to being recorded and seen in promotional video. The
videographer or you, if you work on your own, should obtain a signed media release from all audience
members for this purpose, prior to shooting. This release will state that they will not receive
compensation for using their likeness in promotional video and that you have the right to use the footage
as you wish for as long as you wish, without needing their approval. Media releases can be this simple.
Figure 2.2a

Figure 2.2b
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FOCUS
Avoid auto-focus if you can. Sometimes that is not possible like in the case of self-filming. AF systems
still present issues, either missing the focal point or constantly shifting around “focus hunting”. The best
practice is to go manual.
MOVEMENT
•

•

•

Follow the Action
When capturing medium shots, follow the action and anticipate where the performer will
be before they get there. That way you don’t miss the shot
Use a Tripod
Always set your camera on a tripod or similar stable platform - even when panning or
tilting, avoid hand-held shots
Stabilizers
Motorized or mechanical rigs maybe used only if operation is smooth and doesn’t
dominate the video

Pro Tip:
Watch out for camera
shakes even when the
camera is mounted on a
tripod. These micro
vibrations won’t be
obvious
on
small
screens such as mobile
phones or a field
monitor. Usually the uhoh moment occurs
when you review your
footage on a bigger
screen and you see the
undesired effect shown
in Figure 2.2c

Figure 2.2c
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FRAME RATES
Normal speed playback. No slow motion or sped up sequences. Our technical requirements specify your
video files be 24-30 fps. Please refer to the Technical Requirements document for more details.

LIGHTING
Use lights to spotlight your subject. Most of the time your show will have a lighting plan and that will
work. The only thing to keep in mind is that you may have to boost intensity to accommodate for the
video capture. More often than not, it will look brighter in real life than in your actual show.
KEY LIGHT (MAIN LIGHT)
If possible, add a key light (or main light) to spot your subject. Grid mounted lights above stages provide
mostly top down illumination creating noon shadows on your performers. Soften with lighting, unless
that is the effect you are going for. Figure 2.3 shows the musician well-lit and also good separation from
the background with some backlighting. Figure 2.3a shows dramatic light design; notice that the
performer is still lit with a key light.

Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.3a

MULTI-CAMERA SETUP
If you are working with a crew or in-house setup, then you may have more than one camera to capture
video footage. This is great for coverage and flexibility in editing.
Brief checklist or reminders that may help:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choose compatible cameras (image quality, frame rates, etc.)
Synchronize all the cameras via timecode or other methods
White balance
Lock settings after initial setup
Work with lighting crew (if different)
Individual operators for each camera
Manual focus

AUDIO
Ideal sound for showcasing will exhibit strong foreground sound mixed with ambience. Case example will
be a stage play. All performers should be set up with microphones individually. This can be achieved with
wireless lavalier. In addition, secondary microphones record the ambient house sounds like live audience
reactions. Soundtrack for your video should be a balanced mix. Clean recordings are good, but you also
don’t want it so clean that it sounds like a studio session.
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Pro Tips:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Place microphone on or directed at subjects to capture focused audio
Lavalier, Video shotgun microphones are great for vocals
Use a standalone recorder like a Zoom H Series
Background Noise - be weary and record somewhere quiet
Record in either Mono or Stereo (depending on your recorder)
Always have someone monitor your recording
Use low-cut in editing to be rid of rumbling frequencies
Record at proper levels. Usually no higher than -6db but do try to get as high a signal
ratio as possible. Helpful to do a “soft to loud” test beforehand to know your highs and
lows
Do not depend on the in-camera microphone to capture good audio

Note: syncing with video will be required for editing

TITLES
Usage of titles will be for informational purposes. Your contact information and show name will be on
your Pitch page, so no need to include any of that in the video. Following our standard for title
information below will allow all the show pitches to appear consistent when curated for inclusion in
Showcase Rooms.
•
•
•

Title Slide - artist name and show name i.e. Figure 2.4
Closing Slide - repeat information from the title slide

Pro Tip : On screen time of these title slides need not to be long, 5-10 secs is ample. Be creative with your
title/end slides. What we have here is just an example of something that works and balances clarity with
dynamism.
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Figure 2.4

Photo by Ahmad
Odeh on Unsplash

SHOW TITLE
ARTIST / GROUP NAME

Descriptions during the video may be used, which are also called Lower Thirds. They are used to bring
attention or communicate information to the viewers. For example, locale information is relevant, then
you may use a Lower Third to indicate that. Figure 2.5
Pro Tip: Titles and lower thirds should be relevant and meaningful

Figure 2.5

Photo by Spencer Davis
on Unsplash

Atlanta, Georgia, 2020
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EDITING
Assemble your recordings together plain and simply. Use cuts or basic transitions like dissolves. Nothing
stylized is required because you don’t want to call attention to post-production. Your finished video clip
should flow and the edits should be nearly invisible. Allow your performance to shine through rather than
your video editing skills.

APPS
Any app capable of editing video will do. No need to get professional software. If you have a Mac, iMovie
is great. Of course, Final Cut Pro X will be even better but not required. On Windows there’s Movie Maker.
Even Goggle Photos on Android can trim videos. If you only have footage from one camera then all you
need to do is trim the beginning and ends of your video.

RECORDED AUDIO VIA A SEPARATE DEVICE
If you use an audio recorder like Zoom then there will be an extra step to synchronize your audio to video.
Most editing software has built-in functions to help you with this step. Be sure to consult the software’s
guide on how to do this.

Please refer to our Technical Requirements document for video file format
requirements, and our DIY Video Production Guide if you require a primer
on the kind of gear you need if you’re just starting out. Both are available in
PDF format on thepitch.ca
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